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Dear Mr. Traversy: 

 

Re:  Part 1 Applications from Telesave Communications Ltd.  (“Telesave”) and 

from the Canadian Network Operators Consortium Inc. (“CNOC”) to 

Review and Vary Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-703 and Telecom 

Regulatory Policy CRTC 2011-704 – Answer of TELUS Communications 

Company (“TELUS” or the “Company”) 

Introduction 

1. TELUS is in receipt of a Part 1
1
 application from Telesave and a Part 1 

application from CNOC, with both applications requesting review and variance of 

Policy 2011-703
2
 and Policy 2011-704

3
.  In accordance with Rule 25 of the Rules 

and instructions from Commission staff, TELUS files this Answer to both 

applications. 

                                                           

 
1
  Part 1 refers to Part 1 of the Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Commission Rules of 

Practice and Procedure (the “Rules”). 
2
  Billing practices for wholesale residential high-speed access services, Telecom Regulatory Policy 

CRTC 2011-703, dated November 15, 2011 (“Policy 2011-703”). 
3
  Billing practices for wholesale business high-speed access services, Telecom Regulatory Policy CRTC 

2011-704,  dated November 15, 2011 (“Policy 2011-704”). 
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2. In its application, Telesave asks for a review of the approved rates for TELUS’ 

wholesale business access rates,
4
 with specific reference to the approved rate for 

TELUS’ 6 Mbps
5
 speed tier.  This and other issues about TELUS’ wholesale 

business access rates are also raised in CNOC’s application.  Since these two 

applications raise issues about TELUS’ wholesale business access rates, TELUS 

answers these applications in a single filing.  In addition, TELUS addresses 

CNOC’s requests for a transparent regulatory process to set rates and for an 

interim rate order for wholesale business access services.   

3. In this Answer, the failure of TELUS to address any specific issue mentioned in 

the Telesave and CNOC applications should not be construed as TELUS’ 

agreement with same where such agreement is contrary to the interests of the 

Company.  In addition, TELUS does not provide comments on the matter of 

capacity rates established by the Commission in Policy 2011-703 and does not 

address matters
6
 that are specific to other competitors and their wholesale access 

tariffs, including issues relevant to the cable carriers’ Third Party Internet Access 

services or to the Bell companies’ tariffs. 

Issues raised by Telesave and CNOC 

4. Both Telesave and CNOC claim that, in Policy 2011-704, the Commission failed 

to set rates for TELUS’ wholesale business access services that are just and 

reasonable.  In this section, TELUS will describe the issues raised by Telesave 

and CNOC about TELUS’ business wholesale access rates.  TELUS will respond 

to each issue in turn in the remainder of this Answer. 

                                                           

 
4
  In this Answer, TELUS refers to wholesale business asymmetrical digital subscriber line services that 

were the subject of Policy 2011-704 as “wholesale business access” services. 
5
  Throughout its application Telesave refers to TELUS’ “6 Mbps” service, however, TELUS’ tariff 

describes this offering as a “1.5 Mbps to 6.0 Mbps” service.  See TELUS’ Carrier Access Tariff, 

CRTC 21462, Item 226. 
6
  TELUS notes that Bell Canada and Bell Aliant Regional Limited Partnership (the “Bell companies”), 

MTS Inc. and Allstream Inc. (“MTS Allstream”), Rogers Communications Partnership (“Rogers”), 

Shaw Communications Inc. (“Shaw”), Cogeco Cable Inc. and Quebecor Media Inc. have each 

questioned aspects of their respective rates that were approved in Policy 2011-703 and / or Policy 

2011-704 and have either filed review and vary applications or have supported further review of these 

decisions.  In addition, CNOC has filed multiple applications to review and vary the determinations of 

Policy 2011-703 and 2011-704 on both policy and costing principle grounds.  In contrast, TELUS has 

chosen not to appeal the Commission’s determinations from these decisions. 
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5. Telesave is requesting that the Commission review and vary Policy 2011-704 

such that the rate for TELUS’ 6 Mbps speed tier for business wholesale access 

services is the same as the $19.25 monthly rate per port that was approved for 

TELUS’ wholesale residential access services for the same speed tier.
7
  

Otherwise, Telesave asks that the Commission limit the rate increase for TELUS’ 

business 6 Mbps speed tier to a maximum of 10%.
8
   

6. CNOC states that the Commission failed to set wholesale business access rates 

that are just and reasonable because the Commission employed a mark-up that is 

greater than the mark-up that was used to set the residential access rates.  In 

addition, CNOC disputes the costing methodology by claiming that the 

Commission allowed TELUS to base the costs on the demand of Internet services 

only.
9
  

7. Based on these assertions, CNOC requests that the Commission, via a transparent 

tariff review process, reduce TELUS’ wholesale business access rates such that 

the mark-up over Phase II costs that was used to calculate those rates is no higher 

than the mark-up used to set corresponding wholesale residential access rates in 

Policy 2011-703.
10

  In addition, CNOC requests that the Commission adjust its 

method for calculating wholesale business access rates so that costs are 

“calculated using usage for all services sharing the network.”
11

  Finally, CNOC 

requests that the Commission make interim the rates approved in Policies 2011-

703 and 2011-704, and “[adjust] all of those rates retroactively to the date that 

they are made interim once the Commission issues its final decision in this 

proceeding.”
12

 

The Commission was justified to have separate mark-ups for the rates for wholesale 

business and residential access services 

8. Telesave suggests that the rate for TELUS’ 6 Mbps speed tier for business 

wholesale access services should be the same as the rate approved for TELUS’ 

                                                           

 
7
  Telesave’s application.   

8
  Telesave’s application. 

9
  CNOC’s application, para. 5. 

10
  CNOC’s application, para 13. 

11
  CNOC’s application, para 13. 

12
  CNOC’s application, para 13. 
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residential rate for the same speed tier.
13

  CNOC arrives at the same conclusion by 

suggesting that the mark-up for wholesale business access rates should not be 

greater than the mark-up employed by the Commission to set the rates for 

wholesale residential access services.
14

  Therefore, both parties disagree with 

using different mark-ups for business and residential wholesale access rates.   

9. Telesave and CNOC’s assertions start with an incomplete understanding of what a 

wholesale mark-up is supposed to entail.  The first thing to recognize is that 

wholesale Internet access services are classified as conditional mandated non-

essential and are not subject to a fixed mark-up.  In addition, the Commission has 

stated that these services are subject to rates that are either “mandated or market-

based” and are subject to considerations in addition to Phase II costs.
15

  Contrary 

to the assertions of CNOC, the Commission was free to consider principles such 

as “value-of-service” pricing principles.  Furthermore, there is no regulatory rule 

that mandates that the mark-ups for wholesale business and residential access 

services to be identical.   

10. If the Commission were to reduce the mark-up associated with wholesale business 

access services, it would risk violating important principles associated with just 

and reasonable rates.  In order for a rate to be just and reasonable, it must allow 

TELUS a reasonable opportunity to recover the costs associated with providing 

the service.  Based on the Commission’s pricing principles, rates must include 

both the Phase II costs plus a mark-up for recovery of fixed and common costs.  

11. There are also special considerations that come into play for the rates associated 

with wholesale Internet access services.  In previous filings, TELUS has 

consistently made the point that the mark-up on these services must recover fixed 

and common costs plus the risk premium associated with these types of 

investments and an adequate return to shareholders who bear this risk.  As a 

result, an appropriate mark-up is necessary to ensure that there is compensation 

                                                           

 
13

  Telesave’s application. 
14

  CNOC’s application, para. 5, 100 and 105. 
15

  Regulatory framework for second price cap period, Telecom Decision CRTC 2002-34, para. 389.  

When the Commission determined that wholesale Internet access services were conditional mandated 

non-essential, it retained this pricing principle for the services.  See Revised regulatory framework for 

wholesale services and definition of essential service, Telecom Decision CRTC 2008-17, para. 137.  
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for all of these components.
16

  During the proceeding that led to Policies 2011-

703 and 2011-704, TELUS demonstrated that there are considerable risks 

associated with wholesale Internet services because of growth forecast 

uncertainties, which necessitates a the total mark-up of at least 45% to 50% for 

wholesale Internet access services.
17

 

12. Therefore, in order to set just and reasonable rates for wholesale Internet services, 

the rates for wholesale residential and business access services must be 

considered together.  CNOC and Telesave incorrectly assume that if a common 

mark-up was to be employed for both wholesale business and residential access 

services, the rates for wholesale business access services would decrease to the 

same rate as approved by the Commission for wholesale residential access 

services.  This assumption is false because it misses the fact that the mark-ups for 

wholesale business and residential access services together provide the requisite 

mark-up needed for wholesale Internet access services facilities.   

13. If the mark-up for wholesale business access services were to be decreased, the 

Commission would be required is to raise the wholesale residential access 

services mark-up, meaning that the new wholesale access rate for both residential 

and business services would fall somewhere between the current rates approved 

for wholesale business and wholesale residential access services.  Of course, this 

would require a fundamental review of both wholesale residential and business 

access services to arrive at new just and reasonable rates.  To believe that business 

rates would automatically decrease to the level of the rates approved for 

residential rates in Policy 2011-703 is incorrect because it will not allow for the 

suitable mark-up that is required for all wholesale Internet access facilities. 

14. Finally, regarding value-of-service principles, it is clear to TELUS that wholesale 

ISPs use residential and business wholesale access facilities in fundamentally 

different ways.  Although wholesale business access services are marketed as 

“best-efforts” Internet services from TELUS, TELUS understands that ISPs use 

them to provide their business end-customers managed services such as point-of-

sale connectivity, voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP), virtual private networking 

                                                           

 
16

  TELUS’ final argument filed as part of Notice of Consultation 2011-77, dated July 29, 2011, para. 34. 
17

  TELUS’ final argument filed as part of Notice of Consultation 2011-77, dated July 29, 2011, para. 38. 
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and high-definition video conferencing and also offer service level agreements 

and resale to other wholesale providers.  Therefore, wholesale ISPs would 

attribute a higher-value for wholesale business access services that they would for 

residential wholesale access services. 

15. The Commission also noted that retail business Internet services include a number 

of additional services and features than for retail residential Internet services.
18

  In 

this light, it is certainly acceptable for the Commission to assign a higher mark-up 

for wholesale business access services than for the corresponding residential 

services to reflect that wholesale business access services facilitate higher-value 

retail services.  This is precisely what the Commission has done in Policy 2011-

704 where it recognized that for some ILECs, rates for “wholesale business 

services have generally been set using a higher mark-up”
19

 compared with 

residential services. 

16. As further justification for the higher mark-ups required for wholesale business 

access services, the Commission noted the ample competition in the retail 

business Internet marketplace and that wholesale ISPs have 25% market share of 

the $1.1B retail business Internet market revenues.
20

  Strangely, CNOC questions 

the market share figures
21

 that the telecommunications regulator has calculated 

using the data supplied to it by carriers and ISPs.  CNOC disagrees that 

independent ISPs have already been able to obtain 25% of the retail business 

Internet market.
22

  

17. However, CNOC provides conflicting evidence that does not dispute the market 

share figure at all.  Notably, on one hand, CNOC states that the 25% market share 

is limited to the larger players such as ILECs operating out of territory and 

Rogers.  On the other hand, CNOC states that independent ISPs are the 

“predominant” competitors for Internet services provided to small and medium 

businesses.
23

  It is contradictory for CNOC to argue that only incumbents 

                                                           

 
18

  Policy 2011-704, para. 28. 
19

  Policy 2011-704, para.  29. 
20

  Policy 2011-704, para. 29. 
21

  CNOC’s application, para. 102-104. 
22

  Policy 2011-704, para. 30. 
23

  CNOC’s application, para. 103. 
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operating out-of-territory are the main competitors for Internet services but, at the 

same time, assert that for the small and medium business segment, it is 

independent ISPs that provide the predominant level of competition.   

18. CNOC also claims that it is only the independent ISPs that are often responsible 

for service innovation and downward price pressure at the retail level.
24

  This is a 

bald assertion that is disproved by facts.  In TELUS’ ILEC territories in Alberta 

and British Columbia, independent ISPs have a relatively small percentage of 

market share, yet, retail Internet prices are still very competitive.  This is because 

TELUS and Shaw are battling for Internet subscribers, benefitting residential and 

business customers with lower prices.   

19. Evidence of the intense competitive marketplace was described by Chris Allen, 

president of ABC Communications, during the oral hearing that led to Policy 

2011-703.  Mr. Allen commented on the price war taking place between TELUS 

and Shaw in the Internet market and stated that for the independent ISPs, it was 

“very difficult to compete with some of the pricing going on.”
25

  Obviously, it is 

not only wholesale ISPs that have offered low prices for Internet services in 

Alberta and British Columbia. 

20. In light of the above, CNOC and Telesave have not provided a single valid reason 

to show that the Commission has somehow erred when setting the mark-ups for 

wholesale business access rates.  Accordingly, their requests for equivalent 

pricing to the rates set for wholesale residential access rates in Policy 2011-703 

must be denied. 

The unit-costing approach already takes into account economies of scale 

21. CNOC questions the methodology as to how TELUS’ business wholesale access 

rates were derived.  It notes that the wholesale business access rates for TELUS 

“were calculated taking into account Internet traffic only [emphasis in 

original].”
26

 As a result, CNOC requests that the Commission reduce the business 

                                                           

 
24

  CNOC’s application, para. 103. 
25

   Tr. Vol. 1, para. 1306 of Review of billing practices for wholesale residential high-speed access 

services, Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2011-77, available at 

http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/transcripts/2011/tt0711.html.  
26

  CNOC’s application, para. 108. 

http://www.crtc.gc.ca/eng/transcripts/2011/tt0711.html
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rates by adjusting the method to calculate those rates “such that the method is 

based on costs calculated using usage for all services sharing the network.”
27

  It 

seems that CNOC believes that when costing the wholesale services, the 

Commission took into account only Internet service and ignored other services 

that might be using the same facilities.   

22. CNOC’s interpretation of TELUS’ cost study is incorrect.  The flaw in CNOC’s 

reasoning is that it ignores the capacity unit costing methodology as defined in the 

Phase II manual.  This methodology calculates the unit cost based on the total 

capacity of the equipment and takes into account all of the services that run over 

the equipment.  Consequently, capacity unit costs include any economies of scale, 

because per unit cost is derived by assessing the total demand of all services on 

the network.   

23. The derived capacity unit cost was then used to calculate the service costs for 

wholesale Internet access services.  This means that wholesale Internet access 

services costs use the capacity unit costs associated with a shared network that is 

capable of providing a number of services.  TELUS has already explained this 

concept in its response to interrogatories
28

 from CNOC.   

There would be no impact to the unit cost per access 

developed for the service when the equipment is to be shared 

with other services like IPTV and TELUS’ retail high speed 

Internet access or when it is used solely for WIAS [wholesale 

Internet access service].  This is because the calculation is 

done on bandwidth consumption basis for each service.  

Therefore, the unit cost per access for WIAS service is based 

on the bandwidth use of only the WIAS customers, even 

though other access services might be provisioned on shared 

equipment. [emphasis added] 

24. In that same interrogatory response, TELUS provided an illustrative example that 

showed that usage from other services has no impact on the unit cost, because the 

calculation of the unit cost is done on a bandwidth consumption basis for all 

                                                           

 
27

  CNOC’s application, para 113. 
28

  Interrogatory TELUS(CNOC)4Feb11-4, as part of Regulatory Policy CRTC 2010-632.  The numerical 

example shown indicates how the unit cost per wholesale Internet access subscriber is the same 

whether the facility is shared across multiple services or is used only to provide wholesale Internet 

services.  The public record version of this interrogatory response is attached as Appendix A to this 

Answer. 
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services.  As shown in that example, unit costing means that the cost of a unit is 

the same for all services on the shared network. This means that the cost of 

delivering, for example, 1Mbps of traffic for Internet services is the same whether 

the network only delivers Internet traffic or whether it is shared with other 

services, such as television.  A copy of the abridged version of this interrogatory 

response is attached. 

25. Finally, CNOC claims that the Commission made an error of law when it failed to 

take into account the decline of unit cost over time.  This argument must fail 

because it ignores an important determination in Policy 2011-704.  Of note, the 

Commission adjusted ILEC costs studies to “reflect a ten-year study period” and 

stated that this longer study period “would reflect potential reductions in capital 

unit costs [emphasis added]” caused by technological advancements and increases 

in network usage over the life of the study.
29

 

26. It is also important to recognize that the Commission insisted on the application 

of a 10-year cost study, which, in TELUS’ view, assumes a study period much 

longer than warranted in that these network facilities are provisioned by changing 

technologies which have much shorter lives than ten years.  This longer study 

period benefits wholesale ISPs because of the aggressive cost reductions applied 

by the Commission
30

 on a going forward basis to compensate for future changes 

to the growth technology.  In addition, the Commission applied a 20% growth rate 

for Internet traffic growth
31

 when TELUS’ own data showed much higher growth 

forecasted and resulting impacts on shortened asset lives.  As a result, there 

should be no reason for CNOC to complain about the costing methodology used 

by the Commission because it appears to TELUS that Policy 2011-703 and 2011-

704 assigns costs that were as low as feasible, in order to keep the resulting 

wholesale rates low. 

  

                                                           

 
29

  Policy 2011-704, para.40-41. 
30

  See Policy 2011-704, para. 53, where the Commission made significant changes to ILECs’ capital 

costs on a going forward basis. 
31

  Policy 2011-704, para. 46. 
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CNOC’s request for parties to have access to confidential information violates the 

Telecommunications Act 

27. In its application, CNOC argues that the Commission erred because the regulatory 

processes that led to Policies 2011-703 and 2011-704 lacked transparency.
32

  

CNOC’s complaint stems from the process that the Commission has always used 

when determining regulated tariffed rates.  This process involves the Commission 

setting incumbent wholesale service rates based on costing and other information 

filed in confidence.  When information is placed on the confidential record of a 

proceeding, that information is available only to the Commission and is not 

accessible to interested parties.
33

  CNOC asks for public (or wider) disclosure of 

the sensitive costing information that incumbents filed to support their proposed 

rates.
34

 

28. The fact that the costing information filed as part of the proceedings is 

confidential is not in dispute.  In Procedures for filing confidential information 

and requesting its disclosure in Commission proceedings, Broadcasting and 

Telecom Information Bulletin CRTC 2010-961 (“Bulletin 2010-961”), the 

Commission stated that “Company-specific cost study inputs (e.g. operating 

expense unit costs/factors, labour unit costs, capital unit costs/factors, capital and 

expense increase factors, demand)” are examples of information that parties are 

generally permitted to designate as confidential.
35

  CNOC claims that this 

customary process causes interested parties to be “deprived” of their right to be 

heard fully and that the Commission process allows parties to file information in 

confidence to “shelter information from public scrutiny.”
36

 

29. There are many problems with CNOC claims.  First, the Commission has, for 

many years, ruled on proposed wholesale tariffs with costs and other important 

details filed in confidence.
37

  The fact that evidence is filed in confidence does not 

                                                           

 
32

  CNOC’s application, para. 45-46. 
33

  CNOC’s application, para. 45. 
34

  CNOC’s application, para. 49-55. 
35

  Bulletin 2010-961, Appendix. 
36

  CNOC’s applicaiton, para. 46 and 47. 
37

  TELUS notes that these issues are under review in the recently released Confidentiality of information 

used to establish wholesale service rates, Telecom Notice of Consultation CRTC 2012-168, but this 

consideration will not affect the determinations made by the Commission when disposing of CNOC’s 

application. 
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impair the Commission’s responsibilities and its duty under the Act.  The 

Commission weighs all of the evidence before it, regardless of whether the 

evidence is public or designated as confidential, and then make its determinations 

and sets just and reasonable rates.   

30. In the Act, Parliament has laid down a prescriptive framework for the submission 

of information by interested parties as part of Commission proceedings, how such 

information can be designated as confidential and, after such designation, how the 

Commission can order its public disclosure.  The Commission’s rate-making 

processes are based on this statutory framework.  

31. The first key section from the Act regarding confidential information is section 

38.  It provides that the general rule is that information submitted by parties 

during the course of a Commission proceeding is to be available for public 

inspection. 

Subject to section 39, the Commission shall make available 

for public inspection any information submitted to the 

Commission in the course of proceedings before it. [emphasis 

added] 

32. Section 39 is the exception to the general rule.  Based on section 39(1), parties are 

entitled to submit information and designate it as confidential.  Sections 39(2) and 

(3) indicate that information submitted to the Commission and designated by 

confidential is not to be disclosed by the Commission to any person.  Section 

39(4) indicates that the Commission can order disclosure of information 

designated as confidential if such disclosure is in the public interest. 

33. Based on these statutory provisions, information filed as part of a Commission 

proceeding is either (1) subject to public inspection or (2) designated as 

confidential.  If it is the latter, disclosure to the public is to occur only after the 

Commission rules such disclosure is in the public interest.  As a result, 

information is either filed on the public record under section 38 or it is filed in 

confidence with no disclosure of any sort to the public under section 39(2).   

34. There is no procedural fairness issue because, in the proceedings that led to 

Policies 2011-703 and 2011-704, the Commission followed the requirements 
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stated in the Act.  Notably, each stage allowed for interested parties to request that 

information that was filed in confidence by any party be disclosed on the public 

record.  For its part, CNOC made requests for public disclosure of information 

filed in confidence at many stages in these proceedings, which requests were 

ruled upon in Commission staff letters.  CNOC does not claim that the 

Commission somehow failed to follow these processes nor does it claim that the 

information that it now wishes to have access to was incorrectly ruled to remain 

confidential.   

35. Instead, CNOC has proposed the Commission institute new procedures as to how 

to deal with confidential information submitted in the course of a proceeding.  In 

particular, CNOC asks that the Commission find a “better way” to give interested 

parties access to interested parties by proposing a process that is used by 

Canadian International Trade Tribunal (“CITT”) that involves access to 

confidential information provided to the counsel and experts of participating 

parties.
38

   

36. This is not the first time that a member of CNOC has proposed an in camera 

process where counsel and experts would have access to confidential information 

filed in a proceeding by other parties.  In its submission dated September 9, 2010 

filed as part of Converged Rules of Procedure, Broadcasting and Telecom Notice 

of Consultation CRTC 2010-509 (“Notice 2010-509”), TekSavvy Solutions Inc. 

(“TSI”), a member of CNOC, filed a similar proposal where it asked that other 

interested parties be able to participate in in camera proceedings to have access to 

confidential materials, based on section 45 of the Canadian International Trade 

Tribunal Act and sections 16 and 23 of the Canadian International Trade 

Tribunal Rules.
39

 

37. The difference between the Commission’s procedures and those for the CITT 

stems from statutory authority.  For the CITT, its governing statute allows for the 

provision of confidential information to counsel and experts for other parties.  

Section 45 of the Canadian International Trade Tribunal Act stipulates that 

confidential information “may be disclosed by the Tribunal to counsel for any 

                                                           

 
38

  CNOC’s application, para. 50. 
39

  Comments of TekSavvy filed as part of Notice 2010-509, September 9, 2010, para. 14. 
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party to those proceedings or to other proceedings arising out of those 

proceedings or to an expert...”  As a result, the CITT’s powers with respect to 

disclosure of confidential information derive directly from statute. 

38. In contrast, the Act gives the Commission no such powers.  Because CNOC is 

proposing a half-way house whereby some persons of the public would obtain 

access to information filed as part of a Commission proceeding and designated as 

confidential, the proposal violates the “either/or” stipulations in the Act.  

Therefore, CNOC’s presumed better way is, in fact, illegal based on the 

stipulations of the Act.
40

   

39. CNOC also tries to invoke use of the in camera hearings provisions from the Act 

as a means to facilitate its proposal.
41

  CNOC has misperceived what occurs when 

proceedings are conducted in camera.  The fact that there are in camera 

provisions in the Act does not erase the section 39 rights of a party, such as 

TELUS, to designate information as confidential and protect it from disclosure to 

the public.  This means that during in an in camera hearing, a party retains the 

right to designate information as confidential and protect it from disclosure, even 

from other parties that might be present in camera.  In short, in camera 

proceedings do not override the provisions from section 39 of the Act.  As such, 

CNOC’s in camera proposal does not allow for disclosure of confidential 

information to counsel and experts of other parties.   

40. In any event, the presumption is for Commission proceedings to be open to the 

public, similar to courts, with in camera hearings to be an exception to the normal 

course.  For CNOC to attempt to bring in camera hearings into tariff proceedings 

would violate that presumption, causing normally routine public processes to be 

held in private.  Therefore, the Commission should dismiss CNOC’s proposal to 

use in camera hearings during tariff approval proceedings and cost study reviews. 

  

                                                           

 
40

  Similarly, the proposed model of TSI was in violation of the requirements of the Act and was not 

accepted by the Commission when it released the CRTC Rules of Practice and Procedure.   
41

  See Act, section 54. 
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There Is No Basis for the Commission to Make Wholesale Business Rates Interim 

41. CNOC has also claimed that the business wholesale access rates be made interim, 

pending the determinations on its application.
42

  To justify its position, CNOC 

asserts that there will be “significant changes” to the business wholesale access 

rates and that the current rates are “no longer just and reasonable.”
43

 

42. CNOC’s request is very different from the traditional situations where rates are 

made interim.  The normal course is for the Commission to grant interim rate 

status for a regulated service only (1) when the service is new (meaning that it has 

yet to be introduced in the marketplace) and the cost studies are still to be 

evaluated or (2) when the service has had rates that are long-standing and there is 

filed evidence to support a claim that the current final rates are no longer just and 

reasonable.  Neither is the case here. 

43. The wholesale business access rates that are at issue were the subject of a very 

elongated proceeding that encompassed tariff filings, cost study review and 

interrogatory stages.  In fact, some of TELUS’ wholesale business access rates, 

namely the rates associated with the speed tiers up to 6 Mbps, were subject to 

review as a result of Tariff Notice 391 that was filed by TELUS on July 15, 2010, 

well before the start of the follow-up to Policy 2010-632.  These proceedings led 

to Policy 2011-704, where the service rates were made final.  As a result, this is 

not a case where TELUS has applied to introduce a service and rates should be 

made interim prior to completion of the cost study review. 

44. In addition, it is enlightening to contrast the situation raised in CNOC’s 

application with other recent situations when the Commission has ordered rates to 

be interim.  These other situations indicate further reasons why CNOC’s request 

for interim status must fail.   

45. For example, the review of support structure rates for the Bell companies, MTS 

Allstream and TELUS involved rates that had been in place since 1995.  When 

the rates were declared interim in 2009, the Commission noted that the Bell 

                                                           

 
42

  CNOC’s application, para. 140.  CNOC has also asked that the capacity billing rates for other carrier’s 

wholesale Internet services be made interim. 
43

  CNOC’s application, para. 139 and 140. 
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Canada and TELUS had each filed cost study data and that it appeared that “costs 

have increased and that rates may therefore increase.”
44

  The rates were made 

interim in 2009 because of the long period of time since the rates were previously 

examined and there was preliminary evidence that showed that the rates might be 

too low.  Subsequently, in Review of the large incumbent local exchange carriers’ 

support structure service rates, Telecom Decision CRTC 2010-900 (“Decision 

2010-900”), the Commission made final rates for support structures retroactive to 

the date of Notice 2009-432. 

46. In another example, the Commission ordered that that unbundled local loops for 

the Bell companies be made interim in Bell Aliant Regional Communications, 

Limited Partnership and Bell Canada – Revised rates for unbundled loop 

wholesale service, Telecom Order CRTC 2009-775 (“Order 2009-775”).  In that 

Order, the Commission considered tariff applications with supporting cost study 

data concerning unbundled local loops, in comparison to the rates that had been 

approved in decisions from 2001 and 2002.  The Commission made its interim 

ruling because it noted that “associated service costs may have increased or 

decreased since these decisions were issued.”
45

 

47. Similar to the case for support structures, the rates for Bell Canada and Bell 

Aliant’s unbundled local loops had been in place for a number of years and there 

was cost study evidence before the Commission to indicate that those rates might 

no longer be just and reasonable.  In Bell Aliant Regional Communications, 

Limited Partnership and Bell Canada – Monthly recurring rates and service 

charge rates for unbundled loops in Ontario and Quebec, the Commission made 

its final rate order retroactive to the date of Order 2009-775. 

48. Therefore, the basis for making the rates for both unbundled local loops and 

support structures interim was because the rates in question had been in place for 

many years and there was cost study data that gave preliminary indication that the 

costs that supported those historical rates were out-of-date.  In contrast, the rates 

at issue here were just made final in November of 2011, with ample costs data 
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  Review of the large incumbent local exchange carriers' support structure service rates, Telecom 

Notice of Consultation CRTC 2009-432 (“Notice 2009-432”). 
45

  Order 2009-775, para. 5. 
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before the Commission to make its determinations.  For CNOC to claim that these 

rates are “no longer” just and reasonable is illogical, given that very little time has 

elapsed since the Commission’s determinations. 

49. Moreover, given that CNOC’s assertions regarding the costing methodology are 

incorrect, the only basis for CNOC’s complaint regarding business wholesale 

access rates relates to a policy choice as to whether the mark-up between business 

and residential wholesale services should be different or the same.  This is a 

policy determination that the Commission has made, completely dissimilar from a 

situation when a service’s underlying costs could be wrong.  It is no basis for an 

interim rate-making order.  While CNOC is free to file an application because it 

disagrees with the Commission’s policy regarding different mark-ups, simple 

disagreement with a Commission policy is not a valid reason for rates to be made 

interim during the course of this review. 

50. Finally, the Commission has wisely used restraint prior to making rates interim, 

and even after doing so, has often refrained from ordering final rates retroactive to 

the interim date.  For example, when the Commission issued Policies 2011-703 

and 2011-704, it stated that the final rates would not be applied on a retroactive 

basis.
46

  The Commission acknowledged the problems that can occur by making 

rates interim and then applying final rates on a retroactive basis back to the date 

of the interim rate-making order.   

51. In particular, some service providers noted that making rates interim, with a 

possible retroactive adjustment, increases uncertainty in the marketplace.  This 

uncertainty is true, irrespective of whether the final rates are found to be higher or 

lower than the interim rates, because the uncertainty affects both the incumbent 

and the ISP.  A non-incumbent party, Primus Telecommunications Canada Inc. 

(“Primus”), argued for no retroactive rate adjustment during the proceeding that 

led to Policies 2011-703 and 2011-704, regardless of whether the final rates were 
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higher or lower than the interim rates.
47

  This is a principled position that takes 

into account the effects of rate retroactivity on any party. 

52. CNOC, however, takes the unprincipled position that rates can be applied on a 

retroactive basis only when the final rates are found to be lower than the interim 

rates.  In the proceeding that led to Policies 2011-703 and 2011-704, CNOC 

requested that that “the Commission not increase the interim rates on a retroactive 

basis, regardless of how the final rates turn out [emphasis added].”
48

  In CNOC’s 

view, its members should be able to take the benefit of lower final wholesale rates 

applied on a retroactive basis, despite the uncertainty and potential problems 

imposed on the incumbents, but also that its members should not be placed in the 

same position if final rates are higher than those ruled interim.  There is simply no 

basis for this stance because it causes uncertainty to only the incumbents with no 

impact on ISPs.   

Conclusion 

53. For all of the reasons provided above, the Commission has not committed any 

error in law or in fact, nor has it failed to consider a basic principle, to warrant 

review and variance of Policy 2011-704.  Therefore, neither CNOC nor Telesave 

meet the test for review and variance of TELUS’ wholesale business access 

service rates, and their applications on these issues should be denied. 

Yours truly, 

 

{Original signed by Ted Woodhead} 

 

Ted Woodhead  

Vice-President 

Telecom Policy & Regulatory Affairs 

 

MD/cs 

 

Attachment 
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  See Final Written Argument of CNOC filed in relation to Telecom Notice of Consultation 2011-77 and 
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cc: Telesave, ONSHORE2003@YAHOO.COM 

 CNOC, regulatory@cnoc.ca 

 Interested Parties to Policy 2011-704 

 Michelle Dupuis, TELUS (613) 683-1585 

 

**End of Document*** 
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